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Remarkab le  Ach ievements
at  Ranmore

inaccurate SSA references and
instructions to proceed south on an
east-west road, all else was well.
The day and time were correct, the
choice of area was good and even
the weather stayed in the spirit of
things by being dry if somewhat
dull.

A sporting crowd of optimists,
the charitably minded, the simply
plain forgetful and those without a
better offer, well into double figures
in number, turned up for the event.
Fearful but ever hopeful that things
might be better this time and in the
knowledge that this was familiar
ground where the way home could
not be in doubt.

On the dot of 11 o’clock a
punctilious (another rare event)
GM called the On On and off we all
went. A westerly circuit of the car
park very nearly tempted some
with more doubting dispositions to
call it a day and head back in. No
one actually succumbed to the
temptation and all crossed the road
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the ridge and followed the trail
downwards. Emulating the
indecisiveness of the Grand Old
Duke of York, the hare then
contoured us along the hillside,
being neither up nor down, before
finally making up his mind and
plunging us down into the valley.
Being a keen train spotter and with
an atypical flash of originality (for
how else could such a glaringly
obvious loop be described), the hare
couldnot resist then taking us over
the railway line before crossing
back a hundred yards further on to
face THE HILL. Remarkably, a
surprisingly large proportion of the
remaining pack humoured him by
staying on flour for a view of the
other side of the railway track.

And now, for the reassurance of
the feminist readers, there is no
truth in the rumour that Mrs G was
coerced into setting that bit of the
trail up the hill on her own. She did
it voluntarily as an act of kindness

in good order heading towards
Polesden Lacey. An irate dog
walker’s enraged cries for silence
encouraged the pack to  greater
efforts in their calling and progress
through the next two or three
strait through checks benefited
from the more strident On On’s
and extra puff in the horn.  Along
the south side of Polesden L and
still no sign of the long anticipated
back check that would swing us
north. Instead, an unexpected turn
to the south, over Ranmore
Common Road and onto the top of
the North Downs for the
obligatory scenic viewing.
Mutterings in the ranks about
whether the trail would go down,
who was going to check that if it
did, and who was going to follow it.
It was at this point that the pack
showed its true fettle, that fine
sporting spirit that so well defines
the SH3. Somebody found the flour
and somewhat near half the pack
resisted the temptation to stay on

to the old fellow after the wear and
tear of his exertions in
Pembrokeshire.

At the top of the hill a
Baldrickly cunning deviation along
the top of the Downs to a check
before heading off back to the car
park.

Well done Gerry! An exception
to the saying about old dogs and
new tricks. OnOn Impeccable
timing, back in 1 hour 15 minutes,
lots of flour, several checks,
perhaps even a hint of some
initiative. Undoubtedly a lot due to
the calming presence of Mrs. G.
And the good news. You are
deemed good enough now to be
inducted into the mysteries of back
checks.

A few down downs. Little White
Bus for pontificating (and when has
that ever been a punishable
offence? The bucket is going to
cost big bucks if that goes on)
Made Marion for being the wrong

Date 21-Jul-02

Hare Uncle Gibber

Venue  Ranmore

On On The Pilgrim

Fresh from his accomplishment
on the Pembrokeshire Coastal
Path (described in the Sunday
Times Travel section as “a
relaxing, simple walk that would
suit long distance novices”) and
with the outstanding run of the
previous week at Bagshot to hold
as an example of how to go about
things properly, there was simply
no holding back the hare this week.
It is always satisfying to see
positive improvements in a pupil
and this was no exception for me.
It is particularly gratifying when
the pupil sees the relationship not
as teacher and student so much as
one of father and son, despite the
obvious facts of nature.

Ignoring minor dementia
problems with confusion of dates,

sex, Silent Night for not speaking
or something, New Talent because
everybody fancied her, FRB for not
being able to define new talent and
‘Arf a Pint on behalf of the GM
for being there.    OnOn T-K Toss

Incontinence or Inviolate?



ALL  RUNS  START AT 11 AM  SHARP!

1425 4-Aug Mother Brown Shackleford

1426 11-Aug Clever Trevor TA Centre Ewell

1427 18-Aug Made marion Lower Kingswood

1428 25-Aug JArthur Send/Ripley BBQ

1429 1-Sep Post Popeye party West Horsley

1430 8-Sep Super/Dissa Joint Guildford run

1431 15-Sep Ever-ReadyEtc. Oxford bit’a Surrey

Hares Required!! See T-Total
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Great Bookham
Surrey
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Receding Hareline:

Directions: (crunched glass)

A25 west from Dorking, 500 metres turn left signed "Bury Hill
Fisheries" 100 metres turn left into Car Park signed "The
Nower and Milton Heath" . OnOn continue into Westcott

MAKE A DATE IN YOUR DIARY!!!!!!
SURREY H3 CHRISTMAS PARTY

SATURDAY 30TH NOVEMBER

Run 1424

Date 28-Jul-02

Hare Sister Anna & GC

Venue Westcott

On On The Crown (Thai Food?)

SSA New:   Old:

OS Why should I look it up?

Rules for Blokes: (the Last knockings)

 26. The morning after you and a girl who was formerly
"just a friend "have carnal drunken gorilla sex", the fact
that you're feeling weird and guilty is no reason not to
nail her again before the discussion about what a big
mistake it was.
27. It is acceptable for you to drive her car. It is not ac-
ceptable for her to drive yours.
28. Thou shalt not buy a car with an engine capacity of
less than 1.5 litres. Thou shall not really buy a car with
less than 2 litres, 16 valves, and a turbo.

29. Thou shalt not buy a car in the colours of brown,
pink, lime green, orange or sky blue.

30. The girl who replies to the question "What do you
want for christmas?" with "If you loved me , you'd know
what I want!" gets a playstation.
End of story.

        ITS A SMALL WORLD
 a Czech feels his eyesight is getting worse,and goes
 to an optician.He sits down in the chair, and the
optician points to the bottom line of the eye-test:
CZYFHRGV.
'Can you read this asks the optician.
 'Read it? says the Czech.'Doc,I know the guy!'


